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Fellowship. His ideas regarding the similarity of a structure's response to increasing pressure and decreasing
temperature began to take form. His prediction that
sanidine ought to undergo a displacive transformation to
Every profession has its rewards, and, as many of you
triclinic symmetry at high pressure was born out by
know, one of the exciting rewards of teaching is the thrill
observation, and some empirical generalizations about
of catalyzing transformations of graduate students to
particularly
the temperature and pressure behavior of oxide and
colleaguesand independent scientists. It is
fulfilling when original contributions of a young scientist silicate structures were published in fruitful collaboration
with Charlie Prewitt. The high-temperature and highare recognized as noteworthy. Thus it is a special privipressurestructure data that emergedfrom severallaboralege for me to introduce Robert Miller Hazen as this
year's recipientof the MSA Award.
tories in the midl970's provided the ingredients for
I first met Bob in 1970as he was completing a five-year profitable synthesis and reflection on the underlying
crystal chemistry. Bob's ideas were formalized in a 1977
combined Bachelors/Masters degree program at MIT,
paper on "Temperature, pressure, and composition:
Working with Dave Wones, he had synthesizeda variety
Structurally analogousvariables."
micas
and
was
examof chemically-distincttrioctahedral
Upon returning from Cambridge to the Geophysical
ining changesof cell dimensionsand optical properties as
Laboratory, Bob began a productive collaboration with
a function of composition. That thesisemergedas his first
paper and is still widely cited.
Larry Finger, Dave Mao, and Peter Bell that continuesto
Bob moved up the river to Harvard in l97l and began flourish and has already seenpublication of some 50joint
papers. Just this year he and Larry Finger have reported
learningthe techniquesof structure analysis.At the time,
Joe Smyth was setting up equipmentfor high temperature developmentof a pressurecell that can also be heated,
thus the frontier of crystal structure analysis at high
structure analysis, and Bob immediately recognized the
worked
temperature andhighpressure has now been penetrated.
Even
as
they
significanceof such a capability.
The common theme of the career we recognizetoday is
together on high-temperaturestructure analysesof olivthe quest for understandinghow changesin temperature
ine, Bob's motivation was clear: Changesof atom coordiand pressureaffect crystal structures. Every observation
nates and cell dimensionshad little intrinsic interest, but
of
contributes to the synthesis of an empirical generalizaif the structure analysiswould lead to an understanding
why olivine behavesthe way it does, then the experiment tion, generalizationleads to prediction, which leads in
turn to further experiment. We see a synergistic interacwas worth it. The desire to get at the underlying crystal
tion of experimental prowess and theoretical intuition.
chemistry drove Bob then, and continuesto drive him
What I havejust describedwould representfor most of
today.
In the early 1970'sPiermariniand Bassetthad demon- us a total effort leaving no time for other serious endeavors, much less any time for pleasure. But-amazingly
strated that the miniature diamond cell could be used to
enough-not for Bob. He continuesto carry on two other
carry out structure analyses of single crystals at high
equallysuccessfulcareers(andmaybeothersI don't even
pressure.This intrigued Bob, and he proposedto use the
know about!).
diamond cell to carry out such analysesof olivine as part
The sameyear he completedhis Ph.D. thesis he also
of his Ph.D. thesis. But first, for practice, he examined
gillespite and showed that the reversible transformation publisheda paper on "The founding of geology in Ameriat 26 kilobars results in just minor buckling of the square- ca: l77l to 1818."Continuedstudy on the early history of
planar Fe2* coordination polyhedron to a very flattened geology in America has led to several papers and two
tetrahedron, and does not involve a change in the spin books. In theseeffortshe collaborateswith the best ofall
possible collaborators: his lovely wife, Margaret. His
stateof Fe2+,which had previouslybeen suggested.
sparetime is occupiedplaying the trumpet professionally.
After completing his doctorate in 1975, Bob spent a
year at Cambridge University on a NATo Post-Doctoral I recall fondly some very pleasureablelunch hours spent
PresidentLindsley, Members of the Mineralogical Socie'
ty of America, and guests:
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enjoying the music of his brass ensemble filling the
central hall of Harvard's Busch ReisingerMuseum. Bob
has performed with the Boston and National Symphony
Orchestras,I'Orchestrede Paris;the New york, Boston,
and WashingtonOperas;and the Jeofrey, American, and
Royal Ballets. And-just for the fun of it-he recently
published a delightful collection of geologic poetry.
Specializationis at once a thrill and a curse. Manv of

us, I suspect,wish for wider horizons, and look with envy
on those who contribute with competence in several
distinct endeavors.In this respect Bob sets an extraordinary standard.Disparate specializationsinteract, and the
whole is distinctly greaterthan the sum ofits parts. It is,
therefore, an honor to present to you today a truly
synergistic mineralogist as the Mineralogical Society of
America Award winner for 1982:Robert Miller Hazen.

